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001._____ Stanley #2 iron smooth plane, very good rosewood tote, low knob has two cracks at 

base, little used V-logo blade, mild pitting on sides from earlier cleaning, no chips or 
cracks, fine lever cap, very good overall.  

002._____ Stanley 9 1/4 iron block plane, complete and fine.  
003._____ Stanley #56 1/2 low angle iron block plane with nickel plated cap, adjustable throat, 

nice BB-logo blade, very good overall.  
004._____ Pair of Stanley #65 low angle block planes: one later model with adjustable throat, 

model number in side, the screw that the lever cap bears against has a partially stripped 
hole, good overall; and an early model with rosewood knob, cast adjuster nut is broken in 
1/2, model number cast into rear of bed, good overall.  

005._____ Pair of UNION iron block planes: 6-inch with Excelsior-style body, knuckle jointed 
lever cap, adjustable throat, proper iron, good; and a 7-inch model with knuckle jointed 
lever cap, proper iron, unusual throat adjustment mechanism, very good.  

006._____ Stanley #40 scrub plane, SW logo blade, scuffed but intact beech tote and knob, body 
has been repainted, a great user.  

007._____ Stanley #13 prelateral iron compass or circular plane with flexible bottom, has 
BAILEY'S patent date in recessed brass nut and on the iron, sole plate held to bottom of 
body with screws, complete and good.  

008._____ Stanley #95 edge trimming block plane; STANLEY RULE & LEVE CO. NEW 
BRITAIN CONN. logo on iron; Stanley name, model number and patent date in side, 
japanning 65 percent, good overall.  

009._____ Keen Kutter K7 iron 22-inch jointer plane, fine rosewood tote and low knob, good 
proper KK blade, japanning 80 percent, with light cleaning will be very good.  

010._____ Keen Kutter K6C 18-inch iron fore plane with corrugated bottom, very good 
rosewood tote, low knob is cracked, good original blade, will clean to very good overall.  

011._____ Stanley #6C Type 11 iron fore plane, good V-logo blade, nice rosewood low knob, 
tote spur MIA, 60 percent japanning, will clean to very good usable condition.  

012._____ Stanley #5 prelateral iron jack plane, R&L logo blade, nice early-style rosewood tote 
and knob beaded at base, patent date in recessed nut, very good overall.  

013._____ Stanley #4 1/2C Type 11 wide body jumbo smooth plane, nearly spent iron, nice 
rosewood knob, tote spur shortened and reshaped, former owners initials in side of plane 
and on chip breaker, with light cleaning will make a great user.  

014._____ FULTON TOOL CO. (OHIO?) No. 06C corrugated iron fore plane, good low knob, 
fine blade, tote broken in middle and glued, very good overall.  

015._____ Stanley #5 1/2C iron 18-inch jumbo jack plane with corrugated bottom, tote spur 
MIA, nice low knob, very good Q-logo blade, will make a great user.  

016._____ Pair of unusual smooth planes: Ohio Tool #04C iron smooth plane with nice globe-
logo blade, rosewood tote broken and glued, nice low knob, very good overall; and 
Siegley No. 2 iron 9-inch smooth plane, fine original blade, tote broken at base, good low 
knob, very good overall.  

017._____ Stanley #289 skew bladed rabbet plane, nice SW-logo blade, no fence or depth stop, 
very good overall.  



018._____ Sargent #722 AUTO-SET 22-inch iron jointer plane with tilting front knob, complete 
and in fine overall condition.  

019._____ Union No. 35 transitional smooth plane with beaded knob, complete and very good 
overall.  

020._____ Sargent #722C AUTO-SET 22-inch iron jointer plane with tilting knob, complete and 
in fine overall condition.  

021._____ Two Union #26 transitional jointer planes, one has a chip at one corner of the body, 
both are complete and very good.  

022._____ Sargent #718C AUTO-SET 22-inch iron jointer plane with tilting knob, knob itself is 
not original to this plane, is otherwise complete and very good.  

023._____ Union #27 transitional jack plane, chipped handle spur, typical wear, good overall.  
024._____ Sargent #714C AUTO SET 14-inch jack plane, complete and very good overall.  
025._____ Union #28 wide body jack plane, beaded knob chipped, otherwise complete and very 

good.  
026._____ Unusual Sargent #710 AUTO SET 10-inch junior jack plane, complete and very good.  
027._____ Union #3C iron smooth plane with Bailey-type blade adjuster, complete and very 

good.  
028._____ Union #32 transitional 26-inch transitional jointer plane, tote spur missing, otherwise 

very good.  
029._____ Union #4 1/2C wide body smooth plane with Bailey-type adjuster, very good overall.  
030._____ Union #32 transitional 26-inch transitional jointer plane, some chipping to sides of 

tote spur, otherwise complete and very good.  
031._____ Union No. X5A wide body jack plane, complete and very good.  
032._____ Union Trask Patent No. 542 26-inch transitional jointer plane, wallowed out hole in 

tote where mounting bolt goes, very good overall.  
033._____ Union No. X6 iron fore plane with "vertical post" adjuster, complete and fine.  
034._____ Union No. 33 transitional 28-inch jointer plane, complete and very good overall.  
035._____ Union No. X8C 24-inch iron jointer plane with "vertical post" adjuster, hang hole in 

rear of bed, very good overall.  
036._____ Unmarked Stanley #85? rosewood and brass panel gage with 20 1/2-inch beam, 

complete and fine overall. 
037._____ Stanley #92 butt and rabbet gage, missing the one scribe, otherwise very good. 
038._____ Lot of three Stanley marking gages: #61 with SW logo, good overall; #71 twin beam 

with extra hole in one beam and owner-added wear plate on head, good; and a #70 that is 
complete and very good. 

039._____ Stanley #77 rosewood and brass marking gage, complete and fine. 
040._____ Lot of three Stanley marking gages: #0, complete and fine; #70 with slitting point, 

very good; and an unknown model with beech beam, boxwood head and brass screw, 
good. 

041._____ Ohio Tool Co. 0113 iron compass plane (similar to Stanley #113) has OHIO TOOL 
CO AUBURN NY cast into front adjuster knob, nice Thistle Brand blade, complete and 
very good overall; and a Craftsman BL (Sargent #79) rabbet and filletster plane missing 
fence and depth stop, very good.  

042._____ Stanley VICTOR #20 compass plane, nice SW logo blade, complete and fine.  
043._____ Stanley #194 fibre board beveling plane, complete and very good.  
044._____ Stanley #148 match plane, fine BB-logo match blade, near perfect nickel plating, fine 

overall.  
045._____ Early Stanley #46 skew bladed plow plane, no provision for slitter or rear stop, intact 

front stop, long spur on handle has a few chips on top, one screw in auxiliary bottom 
needs to be replaced, two un-slotted brass screws, very good overall.  



046._____ Union #43 (similar to Stanley #78) with early cast head on cap screw, nice original 
blade, missing fence and depth stop, good overall; and a Stanley #190 rabbet with early 
cast head on cap screw, patent dates on blade, very good overall.  

047._____ Stanley #220 block plane IOB, later yellow box with yellow label, fine plane with a 
very good box. 

048._____ Stanley #90 single beam marking gage IOB, gage is fine, box is very good. 
049._____ M.W. ROBINSON DAVIS PATENT 18=inch double plumb & level, all three vials 

intact, looks like a repaint, very good. 
050._____ Rare Stanley #46 Type I with wrap around depth stop, complete and fine in an owner 

made wooden box. 
051._____ Stanley BEDROCK RT #605 1/2 wide body jack plane, good V-logo blade, nice tote 

and low knob, STANLEY R.&L. CO. BEDROCK lever cap, very good overall.  
052._____ Stanley #13 Type? prelateral compass plane with solid adjuster nut, nice Rule & 

Level-logo blade, complete and very good overall.  
053._____ Stanley BEDROCK RT #606 iron fore plane, good Q-logo blade, nice early-style tote 

and low knob, BEDROCK cap iron, very good overall.  
054._____ Early forged barking spud with cherry handle, purchased in central Maine in the 

1970s.  
055._____ Stanley BEDROCK FT #606 iron fore plane, good BB-logo blade, tote spur MIA, 

good tall knob, BEDROCK cap iron, very good overall.  
056._____ Large pair of log tongs marked NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD, found in 

Wisconsin.  
057._____ Stanley BEDROCK RT #607 iron fore plane, good Q-logo blade, good tote and low 

knob, STANLEY R.&L. CO. BEDROCK lever cap, very good overall.  
058._____ Early forged T-auger with nosing bit, square shaft is decorated on the top face, very 

nice.  
059._____ Stanley BEDROCK FT #607 iron fore plane, good T-logo blade, tote spur MIA, good 

tall knob, BEDROCK lever cap, very good overall.  
060._____ Pair of Stanley transitional planes: #31 24-inch jointer with missing tote spur, good Q- 

logo blade, very good overall; and a #129 LIBERTY BELL 20-inch fore plane missing 
tote spur otherwise fine. 

061._____ Stanley BEDROCK RT #607C iron fore plane, good T-logo blade, tote spur MIA, 
good low knob, unmarked lever cap, very good overall.  

062._____ Unusual single tree neck yoke with spring loaded gate, very good.  
063._____ Stanley BEDROCK RT #608C iron fore plane, good Q-logo blade, good tote and low 

knob, unmarked lever cap, very good overall.  
064._____ WOW (Woodsmen of the World) ceremonial aluminum axe used in the lodges of this 

fraternal organization in the early 20th century, very good.  
065._____ Three different JOHN DEERE advertising anvils, one marked J. DEERE 1937; one 

marked JOHN DEERE on both sides and painted green.  
066._____ Diamond Edge (Shapleigh Hardware St. Louis) double bit axe, complete and very 

good.  
067._____ Mini WICHITA FALLS brass souvenir anvil, very good.  
068._____ Fine INDIAN CHIEF fire axe by the Mann Edge Tool Co. with most of the original 

sticker on the side of the head, in original fire-engine red paint, fine overall condition.  
069._____ Mini BLUE LAKE BLOCK CO. 'BETTER BLOCKS' nickel plated advertising 

cement block, fine.  
070._____ Replica Native American trade axe, complete and fine.  
071._____ Small brass advertising anvil "Complements of SIMMONS MACHINE SHOP 

PHONE 1215 FLAT RIVER, MO" fine overall.  



072._____ Early broad axe with pitted 11 1/2-inch blade, crude handle has several cracks and two 
hang holes.  

073._____ Two small 6-inch levels: one with iron frame, and one brass, both very good.  
074._____ Keen Kutter single bit axe, a few small spots of pitting on the head, good replacement 

handle, very good overall.  
075._____ Small glass topped display case holding five miniature claw hammers all just a bit 

different from one another, the glass in the case is cracked.  
076._____ Wooden caliper for measuring caskets to determine size of burial vaults needed, 

marked on on side "Measure casket before placing order for WILBERT burial vault." and 
on other side "Asphalt for waterproofing - WILBERT burial vault - Concrete for 
strength." fine overall condition.  

077._____ SIMONDS SAW CO. 30-inch docking saw with good etch on blade, nice cast iron 
handle, with light cleaning will be fine.  

078._____ Lot of three hand saws: Unknown 26-inch 9ppi with Keen Kutter medallion, blade 
rusty and needing good cleaning, handle hardware looks to have been robbed from two 
different saws; Disston D8, 21-inch panel saw, good etch, very good overall; and an 
unknown make 20-inch panel saw.  

079._____ Cooper Underwear Co. Kenosha Wisconsin WHITE CAT BRAND KENOSHA 
KLOSED KROTCH KNOWN AS 'THREE SEASON WEAR' UNDERWARE" 
wooden caliper made by LUFKIN RULE CO., complete and very good.  

080._____ WALD NO. 72 SHOP NIPPLE GRIP (aka spoke wrench) in original box from Wald 
Mfg. Inc. Maysville, Kentucky, wrench is fine, box is missing one end flap and worn.  

081._____ C-S CO. (Chapin-Stephens) 28-inch wooden plumb & level with round boxwood 
inclinometer in one side, all vials intact, brass end plates, very good overall.  

082._____ Unknown watchmaker's tool, brass with steel pins, comes inside the original case 
marked COMPAS 26 LIGNES. One exactly like it sold on eBay on June 1, 2013 for 
$162.50.  

083._____ Scarce lady leg or dancing leg calipers marked COMPLIMENTS OF SNAP-ON 
TOOLS INC. fine overall condition. 

084._____ Box of six patternmaker's shaves, five brass and one aluminum, all very good.  
085._____ Four mini block planes; #100 with squirrel tail handle, pitted blade and repainted 

body; Stanley with pressed steel body; Millers Falls type with black body and gray cap; 
and a similar CRAFTSMAN model with gray bed and red cap, very good.  

086._____ Starrett No. 134 cross test level, some nickel loss but very good overall.  
087._____ Pair of wooden handled hack saws.  
088._____ Farrier's hammer and two pincers including a larger pair by HELLER BROS.  
089._____ Collection of seven toy or miniature saws including one die stamped WILLIAM 

KENT SHEFFIELD that has a handle held on by two split nuts; one of the nuts is missing 
and there is come cracking near the screw holes.  

090._____ Nice tin dipper marked U.S. DOVER 1941 in silver paint, very good.  
091._____ Three cloth bags perfect for storing your favorite shoulder planes or spoke shaves.  
092._____ Nicely made wooden saw vise.  
093._____ Three 5 LB burlap bags from THE PEANUT STORE ROANOKE, VIRGINIA.  
094._____ FORDSON tractor tool box with hinged lid and lockable hasp, complete and very 

good in nice gray paint.  
095._____ Unknown make garden cultivator with flat chain-driven planting hopper, marked on 

back X10, no handles, in good red and green paint, very good overall.  
096._____ Two primitive wooden tool boxes with cast iron oil bottle holders mounted on the 

sides. These are most likely off an old tractor or farm implement of some type.  
097._____ Pair of farrier's buffers, one forged from a file or rasp.  



098._____ Wooden calking mallet for calking ships, wooden boats and wooden barges, very good 
overall.  

099._____ IHC seed plate 1854A with IHC logo, fine overall.  
100._____ Pair of brewer's thermometers in brass housings; one by NURNBERG 

INSTRUMENTS has cracked housing; and one by WALTER H. KESSLER CO., very 
good.  

101._____ Disston D8 28-inch saw with 6-ppi blade, thumb hole handle has small chip from 
under side of top spur, very good overall.  

102._____ Stanley HANDYMAN 20-inch toolbox saw, complete and very good.  
103._____ Lakeside Saw & Tool Co. Chicago L8 24-inch 6ppi hand saw with fine etch, very 

good handle, fine overall.  
104._____ Disston 26-inch NINETEEN FORTY SPECIAL 8ppi hand saw commemorating the 

100th anniversary of the founding of the company, this one has a nice etch, a few scuffs 
to otherwise good handle, very good overall.  

105._____ The Simonds Saw Works No. 72 26-inch rip saw with 6ppi blade, fine etch, top handle 
spur chipped and cracked, very good overall.  

106._____ Disston D-8 26-inch 5 1/2ppi rip saw with thumb-hole handle, very good overall.  
107._____ Disston D-23 26-inch 12ppi bladed saw, complete and very good.  
108._____ Stanley #34 1/4VR 12-inch rule, complete and like new.  
109._____ Stanley 11 No. X-227 zig-zag rule with caliper, complete and near new.  
110._____ Stanley HANDYMAN H1243 iron block plane IOB, plane is fine, box is very good 

with mild wear to label.  
111._____ Stanley #138 level sights IOB, sights are like new, box had modest wear and some 

minor staining.  
112._____ Stanley No. 1205 IRON JACK PLANE IOB, plane is very good to fine, box has 

modest wear at edges and bottom has been taped at corners with packing tape.  
113._____ Stanley SPECIAL No. 1105 VICTOR JACK PLANE IOB, plane is new, box is very 

good with modest wear, mild staining, and one corner of bottom needing to be re-taped.  
114._____ Early Stanley #66 hand beader IOB, beader is like new with near perfect japanning, 

envelope full of blades, flat and curved fences may have come from a later plane as they 
are not japanned and their screw slots are worn, box is good but end flap with label is 
torn. Talk to Sara about getting this box professionally mended.  

115._____ One NOS Stanley 1 3/4-inch plane blade IOB, box has been crushed. but label is still 
intact.  

116._____ One Sargent #102 - 4 1/2-inch PARALLEL-ACTION PLIER IOB, plier is like new, 
box shows moderate wear.  

117._____ L.S. STARRETT No. 136 Cross Test level IOB, level is fine, box is very good with 
intact label.  

118._____ SPECIAL No. 1120 VICTOR BLOCK PLANE by Stanley IOB, planes is like new, 
box is very good with very modest wear.  

119._____ Stanley #1 level sights IOB, sights are very good, box is missing back flap of lid, and 
shows considerable wear at edges and around bottom.  

120._____ Sargent #1414 jack plane, this is one of the last of the Sargent bench planes, it has the 
plastic tote and knob, the lever cap has a letter S cast into it and the SARGENT name 
spelled thru the S, this plane is in near new condition, the box has considerable wear and 
needs to be taped at two corners.  

121._____ Stanley #1 6-inch try and mitre square IOB; square is new, box is very good with 
modest wear at corners.  

122._____ Stanley #10 carriage maker's rabbet plane, nice rosewood tote and knob, good T-logo 
blade, former owner H.F.M. has stamped initials in both sides, very good overall.  



123._____ Stanley #92 cabinetmaker's rabbet plane, nice nickel plating, good unmarked blade, 
very good overall.  

124._____ Stanley #65 low angle block plane, good BB-logo blade, former owner W.H.P. 
stamped initials into left side, very good overall.  

125._____ Scarce Stanley A18 aluminum block plane, SW logo on lever cap and on lightly pitted 
blade, one front corner has ding out of it, a few pits in bottom, good overall.  

126._____ Sargent No. 5307 iron block plane with knuckle jointed lever cap, very good overall.  
127._____ Unusual Stanley #131 adjustable double ended block plane, the adjuster yoke has a 

professionally executed weld job, complete and very good overall.  
128._____ Sargent #4206 pressed steel block plane TYPE I with front knob on body, very good 

overall.  
129._____ Stanley #95 edge trimming block plane with early script logo on skate, very good 

overall condition.  
130._____ Stanley #100 1/2 round bottom tail handled block plane, fine overall.  
131._____ Stanley #79 double bladed side rabbet MADE IN U.S.A., nice BB-logo on blades, 

complete and fine.  
132._____ Pair of early butt gauges; Stanley #95 and #95 1/2, both very good.  
133._____ Stanley #90 bullnose rabbet plane with nice nickel plating, MADE IN ENG. blade, 

complete and very good.  
134._____ Pair of UNION MFG. CO. iron block planes: Union #227, complete and very good; 

and a Union #120, complete and very good.  
135._____ Stanley #130, early type with six-point star cap, nice patent date blade, no Handy 

feature in sides, very good overall.  
136._____ Stanley pocket level that can be attached to a square, brass top, very good.  
137._____ FULTON No. 3708 (Stanley #2 sized) smooth plane, complete and very good.  
138._____ Stanley pocket level that can be attached to a square, steel top, very good overall.  
139._____ Sargent #196 iron rabbet plane, light pitting, decorative cast side, body repainted, 

good overall.  
140._____ Stanley mini block plane with tail handle, fine SW logo blade, very good overall. 
141._____ Stanley #187 line level in original tin box, complete and fine.  
142._____ G.N. STEARNS medium sized dowel or spoke pointer, very good.  
143._____ IHC (International Harvester Company) sheet-metal tractor tool box with wooden 

bottom, needs a new wooden knob to open the hinged lid, and a good coat of paint, good 
overall.  

144._____ Farriers hammer and two pair of pincers with green handles, one by PS&W.  
145._____ COLLINS cast iron implement or tractor tool box with cut-out lettering, nice coat of 

red paint, very good overall.  
146._____ Broad axe with 11-inch curved blade, has two hang holes in handle, good overall.  
147._____ COLLINS cast iron implement or tractor tool box with cut-out lettering, faint 23 cast 

into bottom side, nice coat of red paint, good overall.  
148._____ Long handled mortising axe, pitted, two hang holes in end of handle, and handle has 

been sawed off at the end.  
149._____ PATTEE 277 cast iron implement tool box, moderate to heavy pitting shows under 

newer red paint job, good overall. 
150._____ Broad axe with touch mark at the top of the 11 1/4-inch blade, two hang holes in 

wooden handle, very good overall.  
151._____ Unknown make cast-iron tractor or implement tool box, intact bracket, but bolt and 

nut are missing, in green paint, very good. 
152._____ Long handled pickeroon for handling logs in the logging industry, two hang holes in 

handle, very good.  



153._____ FORDSON tractor tool box in gray paint, hinged lid, heavy pitting and few holes 
where it's rotted thru. 

154._____ Primitive axe with two deep touch marks, blade has moderate to heavy pitting over the 
entire surface, very good.  

155._____ JOHN DEERE sheet-metal tractor tool box, complete and very good, nice green paint. 
156._____ Cooper's side axe with 9-inch blade, that had had a longer handle put into it, blade 

pitted but we can make out the letters ??LOU??, two hang holes in handle, good overall.  
157._____ B.F. AVERY 191 cast iron tractor or implement tool box, complete and very good. 
158._____ Primitive shingle fro with nice handle, could be put back into service today.  
159._____ Cast iron tractor tool box, bracket marked L329, in red paint, very good. 
160._____ Three claw hammers, all in usable condition.  
161._____ DISSTON & MORSS KEYSTONE TOOL WORKS PAT MARCH 12, 1878 wooden 

28-inch plumb & level, both vials intact, brass end plates, and brass side views for level 
vial, very good.  

162._____ Lot of six cobbler's hammer: two USMC (United Machinery Shoe Corp.); one 
D.HAMMOND; CRISPIN BOSTON…  

163._____ Grand Rapids Sash Pulley Co. Grand Rapids Mich. gang bit for sash pockets, for use 
in a drill press.  

164._____ Unusual hand-cranked pool cue sander for flattening the end of the cue prior to 
installing a new tip, very good overall.  

165._____ Chicago Steel Tape Co. 200-foot surveyor's tape, very good overall.  
166._____ Scarce Millers Falls No. 718 chain drill in cosmoline inside a never opened original 

box, box is wrapped in sticky waxed paper. 
167._____ S.A. Moore Patent (U.S. #2,362,711) wood turning tool, known as a speeder for 

rapidly taking off wood when turning on a lathe, two plastic handles each marked 
HUNTER, first we've seen of this 1944 patent tool.  

168._____ Hand forged C-clamp with hand threaded rod, very good overall.  
169._____ Nice boxwood leather burnisher, fine overall.  
170._____ ARCTIC No. 25 ice shaver by the GRAY IRON CASTING CO. makers of the G.I.C. 

and Bailey core box planes, complete and very good.  
171._____ Small emasculating tool, some light rust, very good overall.  
172._____ Mystery tool the the owner ID tag claims is a DISSTON SHOCK TIE CUTTER 

for corn or wheat shocks, very unusual.  
173._____ Poultry ID tool? small thumb operated punch, nickel plated very good.  
174._____ Three assorted machinist's jacks one with removable swiveling base with V-notch, 

very good. The identical pair have ball bearings in the center of the tops.  
175._____ Early scale weight marked 11 on one side and F on the other.  
176._____ H&D Mfg. Co. Chicago, emasculating tool, large size for use on bulls, etc. PAT 

APPLIED FOR.  
177._____ Stanley No. 813G ratchet brace with a Hargrave hollow auger with intact depth stop. 

Brace is very good, hollow auger has been repainted.  
178, Three small center nut adjusting nut wrenches: 6-inch KING DICK; C.E. BILLINGS 

PATENT 4.5-inch Billings & Spencer, very good; and a 4.25-inch C.E. BILLINGS 
PATENT 4.5-inch by Billings & Spencer frame open on one side, very good. 

179._____ Scarce Billings & Spencer Model B PIERCE ARROW auto or cycle wrench with 
center adjuster nut, fine overall. 

180._____ Four pocket or bicycle wrenches: A&M BUFFALO, very good; Zilox patent, some 
light pitting, working condition; C.E. BILLINGS Model A, fine; and a C.E. Billings 
Patent Model A by Billings and Spencer, very good.  

181._____ Lot of three claw hammers all very good and usable.  



182._____ Millers Falls #718 Chain drill, new old stock from a military surplus lot, still in 
original cosmoline, back flap of box has separated and someone has attempted to tape it 
back on, a new tool in fair box. See lots 274 and 397 for never opened examples of this 
same tool.  

183._____ Lot of three claw hammers; one marked RCW TOOL CO; and one ATHA, all usable.  
184._____ Three metal punches; one in the original tin box.  
185._____ Lot of three claw hammers one with a clunky handle that could stand to be replaced.  
186._____ Three tap and die sets; two in wooden boxes, one in a tin box.  
187._____ Pair of PALMGREN hand vises, plus a Japanese ZENITH hand vise in red paint, all 

very good.  
188._____ MONOXOR carbon monoxide test kit in original box.  
189._____ Lot of four small vises: a large hand vise marked VON CLEFF GERMANY; and a 

Millers Falls bitstock model that is missing the wings from the wingnut that is pinned to 
the shave; medium sized model marked MADE IN USA, no spring; and a small 
unmarked model with intact spring and nice wing nut.  

189._____ (064.) Stanley #71 router plane, complete and in fine overall condition in original box, 
box is torn on top, had good label. 

190._____ (065.) Stanley #78 rabbet plane, complete and fine in original box, the box shows 
moderate wear, one small tear on top, very good. 

191._____ (066.) Stanley #59 Dowel Jig IOB, jig is complete, box is very good. 
192._____ (067.) Pair of Stanley #2 brass trammel points one with pencil holder, one missing the 

rub block, very good overall. 
193._____ (068.) Stanley #98 side rabbet plane, early pre-depth stop model, very good overall. 
194._____ (069.) Cast iron handled skate sharpener, unmarked, very good. 
195._____ (070.) Sargent & Co. rosewood handled awl, two bits inside, very good. 
196._____ (071.) Keen Kutter 6-inch pliers with side cutters, very good. 
197._____ (072.) SIMMONS HWE CO. OAK LEAF steel plumb bob with brass top, very good. 
198._____ (073.) Lot: pair of #2 Stanley brass trammels, both missing rub blocks; a single later 

#4 trammel, very good; and a single #138 level sight with intact crosshairs. 
199._____ Scarce Morris Patent jack plane made by Sandusky Tool Company, made on a 

patent issued Nov. 8, 1870 to Ellis H. Morris of Salem, Ohio. Fancy Victorian 
casting of bed with flowers and vines. The bed has been repainted along with the 
gold highlights, and the front knob is missing as is common with these. A very nice 
plane to display.  

200._____ COMSTOCK-BOLTON CO. KANSAS CITY MO bottle capper patented 12-21-20, 
very good overall.  

201._____ Union #537 Trask Patent transitional jack plane, one side of throat cut open for 
rabbeting work, very good overall.  

202._____ Keen Kutter K26 transitional jack plane, nice original iron, very good overall.  
203._____ SsS SIEGLEY 15-inch wide body transitional jack plane, complete and fine overall 

condition.  
204._____ SsS SIEGLEY 18-inch transitional fore plane, complete and very good.  
205._____ Union #539 Trask Patent transitional 20-inch fore plane, tote spur reshaped, very good 

overall.  
206._____ B PLANE 20-inch transitional fore plane, nice tote and beaded knob, OCT. 22, 1889 

patent date on original blade, fine overall.  
207._____ StS SIEGLEY 26-inch transitional jointer plane, complete and fine overall.  
208._____ Stanley #33 28-inch prelateral transitional jointer plane with eagle logo and model 

number on toe, nice Rule & Level logo blade with BAILEY patent on chip breaker, fine 
overall.  



209._____ Scarce Stanley #21 prelateral transitional smooth plane, eagle logo on toe, nice RULE 
& LEVEL logo blade, very good overall.  

210._____ Stanley #22 prelateral transitional smooth plane, eagle logo on toe, nice RULE & 
LEVEL logo blade, very good overall.  

211._____ Stanley #122 Liberty Bell transitional smooth plane, nice early model with patent date 
on blade, fine overall condition.  

212._____ Stanley #24 transitional smooth plane, eagle logo on toe, first type lateral lever, RULE 
& LEVEL logo on blade, very good overall.  

213._____ Stanley #23 prelateral transitional smooth plane, good RULE & LEVEL logo blade, 
eagle logo on toe, fine overall.  

214._____ Unusual Stanley #25 transitional low angle bench plane, good Q-logo blade, good 
overall condition.  

215._____ Stanley #35 transitional smooth plane, eagle logo on toe, first-type lateral lever, very 
good overall.  

216._____ Stanley #135 Liberty Bell transitional smooth plane, fine Q-logo blade, fine overall.  
217._____ Stanley #36 wide body transitional smooth plane with eagle logo on toe, first type 

lateral lever, good Q-logo blade, tote spur missing, fine overall.  
218._____ Stanley #37 "JENNY" razee-style transitional jack plane, good Q-logo blade, 

BAILEY Patent date on chip breaker, good overall.  
219._____ Union No. X3C corrugated iron smooth plane with "vertical post" adjuster, light 

pitting to exposed surfaces, good overall.  
220._____ Union No. X3C corrugated iron smooth plane with "vertical post" adjuster, nice 

japanning, good rosewood tote, very good overall.  
221._____ Union #3-sized smooth plane, good UNION MFG. blade, light pitting to exposed 

surfaces from an earlier cleaning, good overall.  
222._____ StS Siegley No. 4 iron smooth plane, complete and very good overall.  
223._____ Keen Kutter K4C iron smooth plane with good Keen Kutter iron, nice rosewood tote 

and low knob, bed was likely repainted, good overall.  
224._____ Two UNION planes: #515 Trask Patent, had cracked toe, good UNION MFG. CO. 

blade, missing vertical post adjuster, good; and a UNION NO. X4 iron smooth plane with 
"vertical post" adjuster, good overall condition.  

225._____ FIRESTONE SUPREME 9-inch smooth plane, complete and very good overall.  
226._____ OHIO TOOL 04 1/2C corrugated wide body smooth plane, nice THISTLE BRAND 

logo blade, chipped lever on lever cap, complete and very good overall.  
227._____ Sargent VBM #410 wide body smooth plane nice original blade, fine tote and knob, 

very good overall.  
228._____ Scarce Sargent #14C Shaw's Patent iron jack plane, nice original blade, nice tote and 

beaded knob, very good overall.  
229._____ AUBURN TOOL CO. No. 90 1/2 handled screw-arm plow with five OHIO TOOL 

CO. blades, very good overall.  
230._____ Sargent #79 rabbet is filletster plane with decorative cast frame, nice original blade, 

has fence rod but no fence, missing depth stop, good overall.  
231._____ Ohio Tool Co. No. 103 boxwood ivory tipped screw-arm plow plane, five OHIO 

TOOL CO. plow blades, planes is missing two ivory tips and has several thread chips, 
send it to Jim Leamy and he'll make it look good as can be.  

232._____ Stanley #13 compass plane, patent date inside recessed brass adjuster nut, good Q-
logo blade, very good overall.  

233._____ Stanley S5 steel jack plane, nice rosewood tote and tall knob, good BB-logo blade, 
lever cap chipped where pivot pin for lever passes thru, good overall.  

234._____ Pair of iron compass planes: Stanley #113 that has had the rear handle broken off, 
pitting to exposed surfaces, repainted body; and a UNION #411 complete and very good.  



235._____ Fine E.C. STEARNS & CO. JUNE 5, 1903, adjustable hollow auger, complete and 
fine.  

236._____ A.A. Woods & Sons adjustable hollow auger complete with depth stop, some mild 
pitting, very good overall.  

237._____ Stanley #68 rabbeting spoke shave, SW-logo iron, very good overall.  
238._____ Unknown make iron spokeshave with open loop handles and open frame blade clamp, 

very good overall.  
239._____ UNION MFG. CO. iron spokeshave with open loop handles, complete and very good.  
240._____ Early Stanley #62 twin bladed spokeshave, complete and very good overall.  
241._____ Unknown make iron spokeshave with open loop handles, has eye bolt coming from 

back to secure the blade, very good.  
242._____ SIMMONS HARDWARE CO. ST. LOUIS leather cased cloth tape measure, good.  
243._____ J.BAYNE MAKER PHILADELPHIA folding foot-measuring rule for measuring for 

shoe sizes, good overall.  
244._____ LUFKIN RULE CO. No. 524 zig zag with Doyle Log Scale and intact hook, fine. 
245._____ Fisherman's ice chisel made from a Model A or Model T automobile axel, fine.  
246._____ Lufkin #863L combination rule, level and bevel with protractor joint, also marked 

W.V. EGBERT & CO. NEWARK-MORRISTOWN N.J., complete and fine.  
247._____ Unusual edger? with rounded blade with a dull edge.  
248._____ Three 24-inch 4-fold Stanley boxwood rules: #84 1/2-bound with some mild staining, 

good overall; #27, complete and fine; and a #81 with log? scales on inside, very good.  
249._____ Unusual forged implement with long wooden handle said to be for crushing pumpkins 

or melons that were left in the field, very good.  
250._____ INTERLOX #106 sliding zig-zag-type rule, new in original sleeve, sleeve has some 

holes, rule is like new.  
251._____ Early forged fish gig with long wooden handle, very good.  
252._____ Pair of rules: UPSON NUT CO. #68, some staining, very good; and a Stanley #7 

Blind Man's with large numbers, very good overall.  
253._____ Large ice saw with 58-inch blade and 23-inch forged handle that is riveted to the 

blade, very good overall.  
254._____ Lot of three rules: Stanley Rule & Level Co. No. 76 with early style arched joint, 

brass-bound, some light staining good overall; #36 1/2R caliper rule, needs light 
cleaning, very good; and a plastic DUREX NO. 2 by the CIRCLINE RULER CO. Cedar 
Rapids, Ia in original envelope.  

255._____ DISSTON KEYSTONE S54 one or two-man crosscut saw, missing the auxiliary 
handle, fine overall.   

256._____ Lot of four 24-inch 4-fold boxwood rules: Stanley #62 brass bound, worn and stained, 
good overall; Stanley #27, complete and fine; Stanley #68 complete and very good; and 
Stanley #62 brass bound, very good overall.  

257._____ Unusual railroad mail catcher that would be used to grab a letter or very small 
parcel from a moving train. This is the first we have seen or sold.  

258._____ Lot of five 24-inch 4-fold boxwood rules: Stanley #68, good overall; #68A good 
overall; #68 worn and stained; #63 outside very worn; and #63, good overall.  

259._____ All wooden apple butter paddle, very good. (Photo & 
260._____ INTERLOX #106 sliding zig-zag-type rule, complete and fine.  
261._____ Pair of Belknap Hardware BLUE GRASS hammers: BG-1147-28 ounce, complete 

and fine; and a 14 or 16-oz. that is also fine.  
262._____ Lot of three scrapers; a BRIDGE in green paint; a homemade model with wooden 

handle and plane blade; and a nickel plated BLUE GRASS model with bluegrass logo in 
face and cast into the back of the head, clunky homemade wooden handle.  



263._____ Pair of bluegrass claw hammers: BG-947-20 oz. with original handle, very good; and 
another with longer hammer poll, very good.  

264._____ Pair of Stanley #80 cabinet scrapers, both have been repainted.  
265._____ Three small saws.  
266._____ Two Stanley #80 scrapers and a small SEYMOUR SMITH spokeshave that have all 

been repainted.  
267._____ Pair of blacksmith's hammers including a PLUMB 40-oz. hand sledge.  
268._____ Four hatchets: one marked ECLIPSE; and two unmarked miniature examples.  
269._____ Three misc. hammers: PEXTO 3 SET riveting; one marked PLUMB 12-oz. which 

likely started off a claw hammer and was cut down; and a small sledge.  
270._____ Five assorted hammer including: three cobbler's hammers, one marked DROP 

FORGED SEARS ROEBUCK and two French examples; plus two metal working 
hammers.  

271._____ Four hammers: one tinner; one marked G.W. MOUNT PAT 2,821,222; one marked 
ST. PIERRE PAT. 109,801 WORCESTER MASS; and a metal working hammer of some 
sort.  

272._____ Three assorted hammers; the one in the center looks like a tin or riveting model.  
273._____ Lot of three claw hammers.  
274._____ Millers Falls #718 Chain drill, new old stock from a military surplus lot, still in 

original never opened box wrapped with waxed paper that has been coated with 
cosmoline, a new chain drill in a never opened or even unwrapped box. See photos of lot 
182 to see what it looks like inside, as that one was opened by the previous owner to get a 
look.  

275._____ Lot of three claw hammers, one marked BAY STATE.  
276._____ Three small hand vises: a large one marked VC & CO GERMANY; a wooden handled 

model with grove in jaws for holding round stock; and small unmarked vise with intact 
spring, very good.  

277._____ (267.) Lot of three Stanley long handled scrapers: one #82 and two #79, all have been 
repainted.  

278._____ Early 70-pound mouse-hole anvil numerous nicks and dings in the top and around the 
edge of the top, good horn, good overall. Has "70" cast into base which I assume to be 
the weight.  

279._____ Three wooden parallel clamps two by BLISS MFG PAWTUCKET R.I., both very 
good; and one without maker's mark, has J.C.C. branded into the outsides.  

280._____ Continental-style spiral or Archimedes drill, very good overall; and a hand forged 
leather? gouge with long wooden handle, very good.  

281._____ Three blacksmith tools: 13-inch ENDERS? hoof trimmers, very good; and two pair of 
tongs.  

282._____ Small wooden tool chest that measures 22.5 x 13 x 9.5 has a removable box with 
hinged lid inside as well as a open tray that can be removed, has folding iron handles on 
the sides, missing the hasp and/or lock that was once on it, in old gray paint.  

283._____ Most unusual and heavy wagon wheel chalk or perhaps a skid-type brake for wagon 
wheels, first we've seen of this item.  

284._____ Forged grafting blade with loop at top of handle, well made.  
285._____ Unusual L.M. HILDRETH NEW HAVEN CONN. Patent (U.S. No. 892,052) long 

handled scraper with PAT APPLD FOR on socket, in silver paint or cad plated, complete 
and very good.  

286._____ Three blacksmith tools: 15-inch nippers marked WC, very good; 12-inch OAK LEAF 
hoof trimmer; and a drift.  

287._____ Blacksmith made ash shovel, very good.  



288._____ Hand forged pig snatch; and a 14-inch pair of heavy duty nippers with W.D.W. cast 
into both sections, very good.  

289._____ PUNCH AND JUDY BANK reproduction cast iron mechanical bank, complete and in 
very good working condition.  

290._____ Box of 12 Stanley DEFIANCE NO. 1296 zig zag rules in new condition, box has light 
wear, rules are all new.  

291._____ Humpty Dumpty reproduction cast iron mechanical bank, complete and in fine 
working condition.  

292._____ STANLEY PACEMAKER STEEL TAPE RULES point-of-sale tin display stand, 
complete and fine.  

293._____ Pair of hand saws: 26-inch Disston with 7 ppi blade, two broken teeth, plenty of blade 
left for new teeth to be cut, or use as is; and an Atkins 22-inch panel saw with kink near 
end of blade, good overall.  

294._____ PRIDE OF THE FARM No. WL3 cast iron hog waterer by the HAWKEYE STEEL 
PROD. INC. WATERLOO, IOWA, some rust, very good overall.  

295._____ Walking plow with wooden frame and wooden handles, what appears to be a crack in 
the blade is actually a seam, and by removing a square nut on the bottom, this who 
cutting edge can be removed for sharpening or replacement, very good overall.  

296._____ RARE WINCHESTER No. 3618 cast iron 18-inch plumb & level, complete and 
fine inside a fitted owner-made wooden box.  

297._____ Fine No. 10 Stratton Brothers 18-inch brass-bond mahogany plumb & level, both vials 
intact, very good overall.  

298._____ Unusual PEARCE CO. GRAND RAPIDS bottle capper, PAT.APL'D.FOR, very good 
overall.  

299._____ Stanley #112 scraper plane, improper blade, rosewood tote and knob are fine, very 
good overall.  

300._____ RARE DUMAS No. 5 scroll saw with iron base that has THE SHIPMAN 
ENGINE MF'G CO. ROCHESTER N.Y. cast into the legs on both sides. We could 
find no other photo of this saw on the internet and none of our collector friends 
recall seeing one. This one needs a new wooden pitman rod from the treadle to the 
flywheel and a new end put on the leather belt, all other parts or present and in very 
good overall condition.  

301._____ Stanley #5 1/4 junior jack plane, fine stained hardwood handles 1 3/4-inch Millers 
Falls iron, fine overall condition.  

302._____ Stanley FOUR-SQUARE (5 1/4-sized) junior jack plane, SW-logo iron, partial 4-
SQUARE decal on side, hardwood tote broken at base and glued, good hardwood knob, 
very good overall.  

303._____ ROCKFORD T.M.P. R3 smooth plane, complete and very good.  
304._____ Pair of 8-inch Stanley iron smooth planes: #3C with T-logo blade, tote broken in two 

places and glued, light rust on sides, will clean to very good usable condition; and a later 
later #3 with stained hardwood, BB-logo blade, STANLEY lever cap with orange 
background, will clean to fine.  

305._____ Early Stanley #120 iron block plane with 6-point star in lever cap, 60 percent plus 
japanning, good iron, good knob, very good overall.  

306._____ Union iron block plane with unusual throat adjusting lever, 95 percent plus japanning, 
nice UNION iron, fine overall.  

307._____ Stanley #18 1/4 iron block plane with fine knuckle-jointed lever cap, 95 percent plus 
japanning, model number in side of body, fine overall.  

308._____ Pair of Stanley iron block planes: #9 1/2, fine BB-logo iron, complete and fine; and a 
#203 with V-logo iron, glued front knob, complete and very good.  



309._____ Little 5-inch BIRMINGHAM iron block plane, has patch of pitting on bottom and iron 
blade, good overall.  

310._____ Pair of Stanley #48 and #49 tongue & groove planes; the #48 has 90 percent plus 
nickel plating, a nice knob and is missing both blades, very good overall; the #49 has 90 
percent plus plating, a good knob, one blade missing, very good overall.  

311._____ Pair of Stanley FOUR SQUARE bench planes: #1105 jack plane, complete and fine; 
and a #1104 smoother, complete and fine.  

312._____ Scarce JENNINGS PATENT smooth plane with rosewood wear strips dovetailed into 
the bottom, light rust on sides, early style rosewood tote missing the spur, good knob, 
will clean to at least good condition.  

313._____ Pair of Stanley VICTOR bench planes: #1105 iron jack plane, complete and fine; and 
#1104 complete and fine. The #1105 comes with a worn box that has duct tape at the 
corners.  

314._____ Pair of early Stanley iron rabbet planes: #180 complete with depth stop, original blade 
with patent date, very good overall; and #182 with original blade marked with 1884 
patent date, missing depth stop, very good.  

315._____ Stanley #8 24-inch iron jointer plane with Q-logo blade, good rosewood tote and low 
knob, initials FWB stamped into left side near bottom, very good overall.  

316._____ Two unusual iron planes that each have the model number 120 lightly cast into the toe, 
blades are unmarked, both are complete and very good.  

317._____ Stanley #7 22-inch iron jointer plane, nice rosewood low knob, early-style rosewood 
tote is missing the spur, nice later model V-logo blade, will make a great user.  

318._____ Unusual Birmingham B PLANE iron block plane with adjustable throat and unusual 
lateral adjuster, complete with original marked blade, very good overall.  

319._____ Stanley #7C corrugated iron jointer plane, very good BB-logo blade, nice rosewood 
low knob, tote broken in middle and missing spur, will easily clean to very good usable 
condition.  

320._____ Stanley wall mounting tool box, has SW logo on front, one of the inside bracket that 
holds tools is broken. Has decal in upper left corner when open, includes a fine SW 
marked square, #63 rule and #62 marking gage. Fix the broken bracket and you'll have a 
nice box.  

321._____ Two St. Louis iron block planes: Diamond Edge DE110 7-inch (similar to a Stanley 
#110), complete with a good Diamond Edge blade, very good overall; and a scarce Keen 
Kutter KK220 Mark's Patent by Ohio Tool Co. complete and fine overall.  

322._____ Pair of 7-inch iron block planes: Union with adjustable throat and unusual adjustment 
mechanism, small chip from front of lever cap, very good overall; and a scarce Ohio Tool 
Co. #0220 with Mark's Patent nice maroon japanning, fine overall.  

323._____ Unusual Birmingham B PLANE 7-inch iron block plane, with adjustable throat and 
unusual lateral lever, very good.  

324._____ Millers Falls #07 rabbeting block plane (similar to Stanley #140), complete and fine 
overall.  

325._____ Three iron block planes: Millers Falls #75-01-B 7-inch, model number in left side, 
good overall; UNION NO. 120 with model number cast into rear of bed, complete and 
very good; and an Ohio Tool 7-inch (Similar to Stanley #110) complete with Globe-logo 
trademark iron, very good.  

326._____ Early 6-inch iron block plane with Excelsior-style body, L. BAILEY iron, unusual 
small knob that may not be original, very good overall.  

327._____ Stanley #510 10-foot extension rule, steel clamp and bracket, one end is chipped, 
otherwise it is complete and very good. This is the longest size they made.  

328._____ ELITE MFG ASHLAND O(hio) automobile jack, PAT. OCT. 3, 1911, very good 
overall.  



329._____ Stanley Rule & Level Co. 8-foot sliding inside measuring stick, brass clamp and 
bracket, fine overall condition.  

330._____ Large old cowbell, very good, and a smaller goat/sheep bell, very good.  
331._____ Stanley #480 8-foot inside measuring stick, brass clamp and bracket, complete and 

very good.  
332._____ Pair of cobbler's lasting pliers, one a Knell Patent (U.S. No. 379,476) patented March 

13, 1888; the other marked UNION WHITCHER, very good.  
333._____ Stanley Rule & Level Co. 6-foot sliding inside measuring stick, brass clamp and 

bracket, complete and very good overall.  
334._____ Pair of little binder-type chains that look like load binders, perhaps for logging chains.  
335._____ Stanley Rule & Level Co. 4-foot sliding inside measuring stick, brass clamp and 

bracket, complete and fine.  
336._____ Fine and complete Warren's Improved Mitre Plane and chute/shoot board by 

J.H. HALL NASHUA, NH with original cast iron and wooden base, this is the first 
complete example of this plane that we have had to sell, very good overall. Hall 
marked has planes on the sole and this one is marked just behind the wooden knob 
on the sole.  

337._____ Waterbury Patent (U.S. #183,608) 38-inch sliding rule manufactured by E. Smith & 
Co. Rockford, Illinois on a patent issued Oct. 24, 1876 to Emery Waterbury, of Mason 
City, Iowa. Marked on the brass bracket ES&CO with brass clamp and ends, patented in 
1873 Rockford, IL.  

338._____ Hand forged 2-tined hoe with long wooden handle.  
339._____ EAGLE SQUARE No. 100 take-down rafter square, in original canvas pouch, 

complete with original key, fine overall.  
340._____ Unusual 2-man meat saw, complete and very good.  
341._____ Sargent #3415 transitional 15-inch jack plane, early horseshoe lateral lever, fine early 

blade with circular logo, has chip from bottom left side, very good overall.  
342._____ Unusual DURO PALMER CIN.O. copper brewers thermometer in original wooden 

box with mounting bracket and a wire loop by which it could be hung, complete in nice 
wooden box with sliding lid.  

343._____ Cream can dasher used to throughly stir up the cream prior to sampling for butter fat 
content, complete and very good.  

344._____ Enterprise No. 2 Cherry Stoner, complete and very good.  
345._____ Two Pearson's Patent (U.S. #876,086) Nailing Tools. The hoppers would be filled 

with nails which slide down a chute to the head, made by P.J. LINDE, ROBBINSDAE, 
MINN, on a patent issued Jan. 7, 1908 to Martin Pearson of Robbinsdale, Minnesota. The 
example on top is missing most of the original paint, but is in very good overall 
condition; the one on the bottom has more paint, but the exposed surfaces have moderate 
to heavy rust.  

346._____ SINCLAIR SCOTT CO. BALTIMORE hand cranked peach peeler, has nice heart 
cutouts on the gear wheels, very good.  

347._____ Electro Surgical Instrument Company, Rochester, NY light fixture with blue light 
bulb, has adjuster on side of nickel plated fixture, unknown purpose.  

348._____ Antique Hand Crank Durbrow & Hearne pinker or pinking machine, very good.  
349._____ Two wooden planes: Greenfield unhandled screw-arm plow, well worn with thread 

chipping; and a CASEY CLARK & CO. screw-arm tongue cutting plank plane with 
crude replacement handle.  

350._____ Fine factory made harness maker's bench and vise made by RANDALL & CO. 
CIN. O. (Cincinnati, Ohio), complete and in little used condition. This is the first 
marked harness maker's bench that we have seen.  

351._____ Nice Scandinavian copper tea kettle with dovetailed bottom, very good overall.  



352._____ Nutmeg grater marked MACO 3/1 on one side and GES. GESCH on the other, in old 
blue paint, complete and very good.  

353._____ Two pewter plates both with touch marks, one with label on back that IDs it as being 
pure pewter MADE IN DENMARK, very good.  

354._____ Unusual wooden ravioli cutter.  
355._____ Century of Progress 1933 Chicago Worlds Fair souvenir paper parasol or umbrella, 

MADE IN JAPAN.  
356._____ Copper tea kettle with oriental scene, marked CHINA on bottom, has some old 

masking tape glue showing in the photo, fine overall.  
357._____ Wooden mortar and pestle very good overall.  
358._____ Pair of small tin scoops, both very good.  
359._____ Early copper frying pan with early forged handle riveted to the side.  
360._____ Stanley No. 85 roll top tool cabinet, comes with a 12-inch cast iron Stanley #36 

level; #5 1/4 jack plane; 9 1/4 block plane, electric soldering iron, hand drill, nail set, 
pliers, two chisels, razor knife, Handyman tool box saw; marking gage, three auger 
bits, Yankee #45 push drill, bitstock screwdriver, countersink. The box itself has a 
few scuffs but is in very good overall condition with working lock with keys.  

361._____ Salad oil dispenser? marked on bottom MIDLETOWN PLATE Co. QUADRUPLE 
PLATE 64 HARD WHITE METAL.  

362._____ Unusual copper dipper, very well made.  
363._____ Early copper frying pan with steel handle, very good.  
364._____ Unusual 6-inch copper pan with built-in strainer on one side, very good.  
365._____ Nice CONCORD 8-day kitchen clock by the Wm. L. GILBERT CLOCK CO., in 

nice wooden case decorated with clusters of grapes and leaves, complete with key in 
fine overall condition.  

366._____ WESTERN IMPORTING CO. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN ROSETTE 999 iron HEART 
SHAPED DESIGN, similar to a waffle iron, complete and very good.  

367._____ Mr. What's-it suggests that this tool was used on coconuts to carve out the meat. It 
would be mounted to something, and cranked with one hand while holding up a 1/2 of a 
coconut to the blade with the other hand. Most unusual.  

368._____ Pair of hollow augers, both are complete with depth stops.  
369._____ Three wooden pit saw handles, all very good.  
370._____ Griswold No. 8 886 waffle iron with original ring, PAT'D DEC. 1, 1908, complete and 

very good.  
371._____ SINCLAIR, SCOTT & CO. hand cranked peach peeler, has heart shaped cutout in the 

gear wheels, wooden handle is a replacement, very good.  
372._____ GRISWOLD No. 34 2980 plett pan, these were used to make Swedish pancakes, the 

GRISWALD logo on the bottom of this one is pitted, the top is very good.  
373._____ WAGNER WARE No. 1319 JUNIOR KRUSTY KORN KOBS cornbread pan, 

PAT'D JULY 6, 1920, seven corn-cob-shaped cups in a single row, very good.  
374._____ Small steelyard meat scale, complete and very good.  
375._____ Two blacksmith hammers including a large Stanley; and one marked A-D 8.  
376._____ Bench mounting saw vise, complete and fine.  
377._____ Pair of 14-inch adjustable pipe wrenches: TRU-TEST HEAVY DUTY, complete and 

very good; and a RIGID, very good.  
378._____ Tooth float used to file down teeth of a horse or cow.  
379._____ Brass hoof gauge that provides the farrier with the angle in degrees so the horses 

hooves are shod level, very good.  
380._____ BLACK DIAMOND brush hook blade, very good.  
381._____ Two blacksmith hammers: top swage for round work, well used; and a pitted top 

fuller.  



382._____ Unusual wagon "brake" that would be used in pairs on the rear wheels when 
descending muddy or icy hills.  

383._____ Boat anchor with short length of chain, very good overall.  
384._____ Large brass common sense millwrights plumb bob with removable top and steel tip, 

very good overall.  
385._____ Wall chart of DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS and TAP DRILL SIZES from WILLIAMS 

STEEL AND HARDWARE MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.  
386._____ Small pair of ice tongs, complete and very good; plus a long screwdriver?  
387._____ Like new Lufkin No. 8132 tailor's square with brass supports and brass tips, very nice.  
388._____ Pair of Stanley No. 34 Tool Catalogues: APRIL 1938 Edition with dogeared top 

corner on cover and a piece from the bottom corner, spine missing small piece and there 
is some Scotch tape on the spine, inside nice; and a No. 34A catalog with Stanley ATHA 
TOOLS with SW logo on cover, spine cracking and peeling, small piece from corner of 
cover missing, inside very good.  

389._____ Drier Bros. plumb & pitch adjusting level, used in such trades like plumbing, very 
good overall.  

390._____ Pair of Stanley No. 34 Tool Catalogues: May 1940 Edition, a few scuffs to cover, 
otherwise complete and very good; and a 1948 Edition with piece peeling from spine, 
several scuffs in covers, inside very good.  

391._____ Pair of 18-inch wooden levels: MAYES PORT AUSTIN, MICH. in original red paint, 
both vials intact, fine overall; and a Stanley #0 with intact level vial, plumb vial is 
missing.  

392._____ Pair of Stanley No. 34 Tool Catalogues: APRIL 1934 Edition bottom of spine 
beginning to peel, inside very good and a 1921 Edition with corners curing on back cover 
and back several pages, otherwise, good.  

393._____ Fine KEEN KUTTER HAMMER FORGED knife with wooden wooden handle.  
394._____ KEEN KUTTER single bladed food chopper with nice wooden handle, very good.  
395._____ E.C. SIMMONS Keen Kutter tag likely off a wooden ice box or tool chest; plus a 

Diamond Edge DE grease pencil.  
396._____ E.C. SIMMONS KEEN KUTTER watch fob, likely a reproduction, fine overall. 

Bizzell lots above.  
397._____ Millers Falls #718 Chain drill, new old stock from a military surplus lot, still in 

original never opened box wrapped with waxed paper that has been coated with 
cosmoline, a new chain drill in a never opened or even unwrapped box. See photos of lot 
182 to see what it looks like inside, as that one was opened by the previous owner to get a 
look.  

398._____ F.E. Snyder patent combination plier for use in installing hose or pipe clamps. 
According to DATAMP.org "The focus of the patent is the spreading jaws with clamping 
device. Those jaws form a tool for manipulating wire loop hose clamps. Examples of the 
tool without the wire clamps are known." This example is marked STYLE A on one side 
and PAT'D APR 17-94 FRED W. SNYDER, MASSILLON O (Ohio), very good. 

399._____ Farriers hammer with pair of BLUE GRASS pincers with red handles.  
400._____ W.F. & John Barnes No. 7 treadle jig saw, has a replaced wooden treadle, needs 

a new belt, much of the original red pin striping is visible on the frame, no welds or 
broken castings, very very good overall condition. This is the exact saw we sold here 
in Humboldt as lot 399 in our 2012 Auction.  

401._____ Pair of late model Stanley #3 trammel points, one with integral pencil holder, in 
tattered box.  

402._____ SPECIAL No. 1120 VICTOR BLOCK PLANE by STANLEY IOB, a new plane 
in a good box.  



403._____ Stanley #220 iron block plane IOB, plane has a Rule & Level Co. blade and is fine, 
box is worn and has a few small tears.  

404._____ Stanley #59 dowel jig in a later box, complete and fine, outer lid of box, MIA.  
405._____ Stanley #220 iron block plane IOB, plane is like new, box is very good.  
406._____ Stanley #49 bit gauge IOB, gauge is like new, box is very good.  
407._____ Stanley #18 1/4 block plane IOB, plane has been used but is fine, box is worn and 

tattered.  
408._____ Stanley #3 iron smoother IOB, plane is new and has great rosewood tote and knob, 

STANLEY lever cap with orange background, box is worn and needs new tape at 
corners.  

409._____ Pair of Stanley butt gauges IOB, #95 in decent box, and #94 in a box that is worn and 
needs corners taped, both gauges are fine.  

410._____ Stanley #4 iron smooth plane IOB, plane has Stanley name that reads vertically on 
lateral lever, fine rosewood tote, knob had a few scuffs on top but is very good, comes 
with PLANE FACTS booklet, in a very good box.  

411._____ Stanley #4C iron smooth plane, has Stanley name that reads vertically on lateral lever, 
STANLEY lever cap with orange background, plane is like new; box has moisture 
staining on top, and label has a number of small tears, box is good overall.  

 
The following 13 lots listed below were among the group that were missing from the 2013 

HUMBOLDT Auction. They were found in a box on a shelf in Arlet's garage and 
have been added to the 2014 Humboldt Auction. 

 
412._____ Scarce Stanley VICTOR 14-inch iron jack plane with original two-line VICTOR, 

MADE IN U.S.A. logo that was only used for one year, plane is complete and very 
good.  

413._____ Stanley 5 1/4 junior jack plane with 95 percent plus japanning, fine tote and knob, 
STANLEY lever cap with orange background, fine overall.  

414._____ Stanley VICTOR No. 1104 9-inch smooth plane, gray bed, red cap iron and frog, fine 
wood, complete and fine overall.  

415._____ MOUND CITY 9-inch smooth plane, tote painted black, hardwood knob, gray bed, 
good overall.  

416._____ Stanley No. 4 9-inch smooth plane, marked No. 4 on the toe, nice early-style tote, 
beaded knob, first type lateral lever, R&L logo iron, BAILEY cap iron, very good 
overall.  

417._____ Vaughan & Bushnell No. 803C 8-inch iron smooth plane, fine original blade, nice tote 
and knob, fine overall.  

418._____ Stanley #3 iron smooth plane, fine BB-logo blade, STANLEY lever cap with orange 
background, tote has been broken and glued and has had the spur re-attached, knob 
chipped at base, with new wood it will be fine.  

419._____ Diamond Edge DEX220 iron block plane, complete with original blade, very good 
overall.  

420._____ Stanley #65 low angle block plane, R&L logo blade, traces of nickel on lever cap, 
good knob, very good overall.  

421._____ Stanley Four Square iron block plane, japanned bed and lever cap, good knob and BB-
logo blade, lever cap marked STANLEY with the 4-Square logo, very good overall.  

422._____ Stanley #18 1/2 block plane with 95%+ japanning, fine nickel on knuckle jointed lever 
cap, fine BB-logo blade, fine overall.  

423._____ Stanley #60 1/2 low angle block plane with nickel plated lever cap, nice BB-logo 
blade, intact throat adjusting cam, fine overall.  



424._____ Stanley Four Square No. 1120 iron block plane in gray paint with STANLEY name 
and 4-Square logo in lever cap, original blade marked FOUR SQUARE, small chip from 
front of lever cap, otherwise very good.  

425._____ Disston D-100 26-inch crosscut hand saw, complete and fine overall condition.  
426._____ Lot of three hammers: brass mallet; tack hammer with lifter coming out the top, 

marked ROBINSON BOSTON, MASS on side; and a smaller Stanley tack hammer.  
427._____ Young's Machine Made Steel Stamps Muscatine, Iowa 1/8-inch figures, fine overall.  
428._____ Set of tiny letter stamps plus a period in a wooden box, very good.  
429._____ Unknown patented long handled scraper, can make out a few letters and the word PAT 

on the blade but it is pitted, the body has been painted black.  
430._____ Lot of four hammers, three tinner's types and one tack.  
431._____ Set of 1/4-inch figures inside a wooden block.  
432._____ Set of machine made 1/8-inch letter stamps M15-1L by Belknap Hardware and Mfg. 

Co. Louisville, KY, complete and very good.  
433._____ Unknown make set of steel figure stamps in wooden block, complete and fine.  
434._____ Pair of meat tenderizing hammers.  
435._____ Lot of four hammers; three are tack hammers, one marked SAYRE; one is a mystery.  
436._____ Set of 1/4-inch letter stamps in a wooden block, fine overall.  
437._____ Three assorted hammers: one on top marked GERMANY; a little ball peen; and one 

that the owner says is a CLEV-DENT Specializer Dental Hammer that looks something 
like a planishing hammer.  

438._____ Set of 1/4-inch figures in a round wooden box, the metal lid is stamped BULL-DOG 
Made in USA, very good; plus a big with 8 assorted figure and letter stamps.  

439._____ Five assorted hammers: toy? claw hammer; unknown make with three rusty tools 
inside the handle; etc.  

440._____ Scarce unmarked Stanley No. 48 board cane with brass tip and nice knurled edge 
around the brass top, has slight bend, very good overall.  

441._____ Wooden framed turning saw, complete and very good.  
442._____ Unusual all-wood ceremonial single-bit axe, complete and fine.  
443._____ Large heavy duty forged hook.  
444._____ single bit axe, mark is only about 1/2 struck but looks like PET CO, has been used to 

do a long of hammering, good overall.  
445._____ Unmarked meat saw with chrome-plated frame, nice wooden handle, fine overall.  
446._____ Shoemaker's knife, very good overall.  
447._____ Wooden swift yarn winder with table clamp, mid 1800s, very good overall.  
448._____ DR BARTON broad axe with short handle, very good overall.  
449._____ Stone mason's sandstone crandall, complete and very good.  
450._____ Large traditional carpenter's tool chest with two sliding fore-and-aft trays, raised panel 

lid, has intact lock (no key), folding iron handles on each side, very good overall.  
451._____ Raft auger, very good overall.  
452._____ Wooden framed bow saw with rope tensioner, very good.  
453._____ Wooden slaw cutter, complete and fine.  
454._____ Hand forged yoke and length of hand forged chain, likely used to skid logs.  
455._____ Keen Kutter single bit axe, very good overall.  
456._____ Unusual and rare asparagus bundler has THE PHILADELPHIA BUNCHER cast into 

the bottom, on original wooden base, has been repainted, complete and very good overall.  
457._____ Small forged ice tongs, very good.  
458._____ Cow poke made of round steel stock, folds in center, very good overall.  
459._____ Large Wm T. WOODS & CO. ice tongs, these are the largest ice tongs we have seen 

or sold, the owner's tag on them says they are "pond tongs," complete and very good.  
460._____ Unusual hay knife marked ?ADES MILLS, good.  



461._____ Small GIFFORD WOOD CO. ice tongs, very good.  
462._____ Unusual long handled hammer, owners tag on it says railroad spike hammer, but the 

driving head looks like that on a shipwrights adz, and we are inclined to think this was 
used by a shipwright to drive nails below the surface of the deck.  

463._____ C. DISSTON PHILADELPHIA meat saw with FARWELL OZMUN KIRK & CO. 
blade.  

464._____ ACMELINE MFG. CO. TRAVERSE CITY, MICH hand potato planter, very good 
overall.  

465._____ Fireplace waffle iron, complete and very good.  
466._____ Letter C branding iron, very good.  
467._____ Nice Canedy Patent (U.S. No. 422,569) Drilling-Machine, complete and very good.  
468._____ Branding iron and a hook that would have had a wooden handle thru the top, and been 

used to lift and drag grain sacks around in a mill.  
469._____ Scarce 9-foot pump log auger with wooden handle, first we've ever seen or sold.  
470._____ Medium sized oak splint "melon" or "gizzard" basket, terms that refer to their 

particular rounded shape. Used for light gathering tasks like collecting eggs or things 
from the garden. Constructed in a wickerwork rib-style, meaning that fine splints are 
woven in and out over sturdy ribs, which create the basic shape, very good overall.  

471._____ Three wooden nutcrackers: the one on the left has a STEINBACH sticker on the 
bottom, the right arm bends and the hand has a groove in it that suggests that the hand 
once held perhaps a stein; center one is unmarked; and the one on right is a genuine 
Erzgebirge Expertic with sticker on bottom, all three are complete and very good.  

472._____ Large Peterboro Basket Co. traditional knitting basket with solid wood hinged lid and 
wooden legs. This beautiful multi-purpose basket is in like new condition with original 
tag. Measures approx.: 17L x 11-1/2W x 13H.  

473._____ Three decorative nutcrackers; one on left has arms that swing, no makers marks, very 
good; the center one is a genuine Erzgebirge Expertic with sticker on bottom; and on 
right is has a name on the bottom that we cannot make out, it is missing its shoes and is 
holding a beer stein.  

474._____ Smaller oak splint "melon" or "gizzard" basket, terms that refer to their particular 
rounded shape. Used for light gathering tasks like collecting eggs. Constructed in a 
wickerwork rib-style, meaning that fine splints are woven in and out over sturdy ribs, 
which create the basic shape, this one is very good overall.  

475._____ Spinning wheel, appears to be complete and needing only belts, very good.  
476._____ Nice 2-gallon copper pot with brass handles, very good overall.  
477._____ Scarce vintage wood treen cottage-cheese making bowl has hole in the bottom, side 

stamped F. & W. HOORN, very good.  
478._____ Wooden panel with image made of nice inlay work, has paper label on back with 

printing that looks like Greek or Russian, looks like a 1981 date, very good.  
479._____ Hand forged herb chopper or tobacco plug cutter mounted to a board, very good 

overall.  
480._____ Wooden dough bowel, has some age to it, well made and well used.  
481._____ Oak splint basket with single handle on one side, owner tag says "likely Shaker with 

copper nails," very well made.  
482._____ Rare FOR FIRE ONLY fire bucket with bulged out bottom, we were told that 

buckets were designed with this outward bulge in bottom to prevent them from 
being stolen since they would not remain upright when set down, meant to be used 
by those in a bucket brigade.  

483._____ Early cast iron Christmas tree stand in old green and gold paint, has holes in the feet 
for attaching to a wooden base, and set screws at top for holding the trunk, very nice.  

484._____ Large brass bucket with original steel bale, complete and fine.  



485._____ Davis Patent ROBINSON 18-inch cast iron plumb & level, one corner of the frame is 
chipped, level vial and one plumb vial are dry.  

486._____ Pair of Stanley No. 34 Tool Catalogues: July 1936 Edition No. 34A with ATHEA 
TOOLS, covers and first few pages dogeared, cover also creased, inside very good; and a 
1958 Edition with yellow covers, complete and very good.  

487._____ Goodell Pratt 24-inch cast iron double plumb & level, in old green paint with good 
highlights, all three vials intact, no cracks or chips in the cast iron, very good overall.  

488._____ Pair of Stanley No. 34 Tool Catalogs: 1925 Edition with some Scotch tape on cover, 
inside very good; and another 1925 Edition with back cover missing, spine peeling, good 
inside.  

489._____ Peerless brass bound mason's level, complete and very good.  
490._____ Pair of Stanley No. 34 Tool Catalogs: 1953 Edition, some scuffing on covers, inside 

very good; and a 1947 Edition with light wear to outside and very good inside.  
491._____ Davis Patent 24-inch cast iron plumb & level by ROBINSON, part of the filigree 

casting is broken out on one end, and one plumb vial is broken.  
492._____ Utica Drop Forge & Tool Co. 5-drawer countertop plier and nipper cabinet, the 

outside is tin, the drawers are wooden. The tin on the sides and front have great graphics 
of the pliers and nippers that would have been in the drawers, the top has some white 
paint overspray, good overall.  

493._____ Three plumb bobs in a wooden box with hinged lid. One bob is made of brass; the red 
Stanley in the center is missing the point, and the steel bob on the right is by Millers 
Falls.  

494._____ Set of nine surveyors steel arrows, they all have light rust, they can be cleaned to very 
good overall condition.  

495._____ Lot of four steel plumb bobs like new in a pasteboard box.  
496._____ Set of nine surveyors steel arrows, they all have light rust, they can be cleaned to very 

good overall condition.  
497._____ Shapleigh Hardware (St. Louis) countertop display case with glass front, sliding 

wooden back has a DIAMOND EDGE decal on it, wooden side is cracked, good overall.  
498._____ T.&P.RY railroad step stool, has old silver paint and the rubber feet are dried out, 

would make a nice restoration project.  
499._____ Early Stanley #113 Type 3? compass plane with 2-hole plate behind blade, very good 

japanning, nice original iron, complete and very good.  
500._____ Stanley MILLERS PATENT No. 44 gunmetal plow plane, has unslotted screws 

securing the proper fence, a good handle, skate and slitter are pitted and only one 
homemade blade is included, displays well.  

501._____ Pair Stanley UNIVERSAL #138 level sights IOB, sights are like new, box is very 
good.  

502._____ Stanley #88 clapboard siding marker IOB, marker is like new, box is tatty and is 
missing back panel from lid, needs tape at corners and is missing the label.  

503._____ Stanley HANDYMAN #H1104 smooth plane IOB, plane has a few scuffs on top of 
knob, but is otherwise like new, box is good with one rear corner taped with clear tape.  

504._____ Pair of Stanley #40 chisels IOB, one is 1/4-inch the other is 1-inch, both chisels are 
like new, and box is very good.  

505._____ Stanley #66 UNIVERSAL HAND BEADER IOB, complete with both fences and set 
of blades, tool is new, box is tatty and needs corners taped.  

506._____ Stanley #34V 8-inch level with ECLIPSE Cover, level is new, box bottom missing 
one end panel, top and label are very good.  

507._____ Box only for Stanley #591A 3-inch hole saw blade, fine overall.  
508._____ Stanley #282 scraper IOB, scraper has SW logo on the block of wood that secures the 

blade, a fine scraper in a tatty box.  



509._____ Lot of 11 empty pasteboard boxes: Stanley #741 breast drill; Millers Falls #709 
smooth plane; Stanley VICTORY #435 electric soldering iron; Stanley OH4 Two-Tone 
smooth plane; #9 1/2 block plane; tatty Millers Falls #87 block plane; tatty 1104 
VICTOR smooth plane; #203 block plane; tatty and taped up Sargent #711 Auto-Set; and 
Stanley #6 fore plane.  

510._____ Stanley VICTOR #1104 smooth plane, complete and very good.  
511._____ Scarce Sargent #9 Shaw's Patent smooth plane, circular logo on good blade, proper 

VBM lever cap with #9 on back; nice beaded knob, tote has initials carved into one side, 
very good overall.  

512._____ Stanley No. 4 DEFIANCE with properly marked blade that had the SW logo sawed 
off of the top and DEFIANCE logo stamped sideways on the blade, there was a Fine Tool 
Journal that did a story on these planes a few years ago.  

513._____ Stanley #2 iron smooth plane with SW-logo blade, STANLEY lever cap, tall knob, 
tote broken and glued at base, a very good plane overall.  

514._____ Scarce HANDYMAN H104 iron smooth plane that uses a blade that has removable 
cutting edge, made in 1964 only, complete and fine.  

515._____ Stanley prelateral #4 iron smooth plane, beaded knob is chipped at base, tote has been 
broken and glued in middle; Rule & Level logo on good blade; Bailey Patent on chip 
breaker, very good overall.  

516._____ BIRMINGHAM 9-inch iron B PLANE with nice original blade, beaded knob, nice 
tote, very good overall.  

517._____ LAKESIDE SPECIAL No. 4 iron smooth plane, complete and very good.  
518._____ Stanley #5 iron smooth plane with 1st type lateral lever, scuffed but intact beaded 

knob, and early-style tote, two former owners names stamped into wood and blade, good. 
519._____ IHC (International Harvester Company sheet-metal tool box with wooden bottom and 

having a round holder for the oil can on the end, the wooden bottom is cracked, needs a 
new wooden pull knob on the lid, good overall. 

520._____ Delco BEARING SERVICE NEW DEPARTURE Delco Hyatt Roller Bearings 
countertop parts cabinet in original paint out of an old auto or implement parts dealership, 
has masking tape on one of the front doors will clean to fine.  

521._____ Unknown make RP256 cast iron tool box for tractor or implement, in red paint, the 
small mounting bracket on bottom looks like a replacement, very good. 

522._____ New Departure and Hyatt bearing countertop parts cabinet, in original yellow paint 
with logo on hinged front door, very good.  

523._____ Cast iron tractor or implement tool box, has number H123 cast into bottom, in green 
paint, fine overall. 

524._____ Lot of four automotive tools: c-clip plier; mystery puller; ZIM MFG. CHICAGO 
combination wrench with screwdriver; and a clamp for facing valves. 

525._____ Unknown make cast-iron tool box for tractor or implement, in red paint, very good. 
526._____ Three combination tire tools: two AF310 and one 934502, each has a pry bar for 

prying off hubcaps, a lug wrench and a hammer for tapping the hub caps back on. 
527._____ PATTEE (Plow Company) 276 cast iron tractor or implement tool box, complete and 

very good. 
528._____ Pair of automotive tools: K-D MFG CO. #875 piston ringer; and Hastings Patent (No. 

2,109,857) piston ring grove cleaner.  
529._____ Three automotive related tools: two small brass bodied suction pumps; and a MacLeod 

Patent (U.S. 2,264,391) brake-spring plier for installing and removing springs from brake 
shoes.  

530._____ Pack of eight NOS CHAMPION RV17YC spark plugs; plus two early wooden 
MODEL T coils.  



531._____ Three tools used in vulcanizing (patching) automobile tires and inner tubes, one 
marked JEWEL CHICAGO, ILL; another KWIK-KURE PAT. PEND. RITE-WAY-
PRODUCTS INC. MEMPHIS TENN, has two ears with holes for mounting to a bench; 
and a small on in red paint marked PAT PEND.  

532._____ Lot of five stove tools: three cast iron stove-lid lifters; one combination lifter and 
stove grate shaker; and one shaker wrench, all very good.  

533._____ Lot of three wood handled kitchen knives: two marked SHAPLEIGH'S HAMMER 
FORGED 1843-1934; and one marked Forgecraft Hi-Carbon.  

534._____ Unusual wooden nut cracker the tag on it says "Dancing Master" very good overall.  
535._____ Five cast iron cranked stove-grate shaker handles.  
536._____ Three misc. household related tools: stitcher for sewing up grain sacks; a wooden 

handled weeding tool marked VILLAGE BLACKSMITH; & a wooden handled banana 
knife.  

537._____ Nine assorted spring balances or scales. Most are small enough that they would have 
been used in the kitchen or for other household uses.  

538._____ Small meat grinder; unmarked ice shaver; lemon squeezer marked PATENT in new 
black paint.  

539._____ Two household items: pair of shoe stretchers; and a UNION folding coat hanger.  
540._____ Unusual cast aluminum egg scale for weighing any thing from quail to goose eggs. 

Marked MADE IN FRANCE, fine overall.  
541._____ Pair of household tools: CF MFG CO. wooden handled tack lifter, very good; and a 

SCREEN STRETCHER PAT PEND N.B. BOONE CO., LOU. KY., very good.  
542._____ Three nutcrackers including one cast aluminum pair of legs, painted silver; 

PERFECTION NUT CRACKER WACO TEXAS; and an all wooden model with a 
wooden screw.  

543._____ Four misc. household tools: jar lid lifter; No. 5 EDLUND JUNIOR can opener; a pie 
crimpter, and a lightning rod or flag pole top marked KRETZER ST. LOUIS.  

544._____ Lot of three SEAL BRAND wooden mallets, all in near new condition.  
545._____ Pair of buckhead clevises one in red paint and one in yellow, the red one has a real 

pin, the other has a wooden dowel for a pin.  
546._____ Three wooden mallets, the two larger ones have had strapping bands put around each 

side, all are very good.  
547._____ Pair of buckhead clevises both in red paint, one with real pin, the other has a wooden 

dowel for a pin.  
548._____ Three wooden mallets: the largest is near new, the smaller two are veterans, but are 

very good. 
549._____ Five assorted mallets: one with rubber head that spins; a rawhide; a carved head made 

to look like a ball peen; smaller model with egg-shaped head; and one with nylon head 
and steel handle.  

550._____ Draft horse hardware: buckhead clevis in red pint with wooden dowel for a pin; two 
buckhead ends; and a twist clevis with screw pin.  

551._____ Pair of buckhead clevises both in red paint, one marked CV940 with wooden dowel 
pin, the other is marked 012 and has a wooden dowel for a pin.  

552._____ Buckhead clevis in red paint marked 012with wooden dowel pin; buckhead end; and a 
singletree center clip with clevis in red paint.  

553._____ Two horse bits; one draft horse bit and one riding horse bit.  
554._____ Three working-horse bits.  
555._____ Lot of single tree hardware: seven center clips; and two end clips one with hook and 

one with a ring, all in red paint.  
556._____ Lot of harness hardware: three strap clips; two end clips in green paint; & three rings.  
557._____ Lot of 11 singletree end clips.  



558._____ Unknown masher 37-inches long, poplar head with hickory handle.  
559._____ Simmons Hardware (St. Louis) 46-inch one or two-man crosscut saw, very good.  
560._____ Primitive hand-made fence stretcher 48-inches long overall; plus a wooden bar clamp 

46 inches long.  
561._____ Antique cattle whip with 37-inch handle, very nice.  
562._____ Stanley 42-inch masons level, both vials intact, scuffed but good overall.  
563._____ Early American broad axe with severe pitting, good overall.  
564._____ Pair of Stanley wooden levels: 24-inch NO. 0, V-logo on top plate, very good overall; 

and a 20-inch #00 with SW logo plate, dry plumb vial, very good overall.  
565._____ Pair of levels: Davis & Cook 30-inch mahogany plum & level, both vials intact, very 

good; and a Stanley #0 30-inch, very good overall.  
566._____ Pair of 28-inch levels: Stanley #3 with intact vials, very good overall; and an ACME 

DE with severe twist in the stock.  
567._____ Pair of 26-inch levels: Stanley #3 in red paint, cracked stock, both vials intact, good 

overall; and a Stanley #0 that needs a good cleaning, both vials intact, good overall. 
568._____ Interesting hand forged shoe last in a wooden block, early and nice. 
569._____ HANDLAN ST. LOUIS railroad oil can in red paint, missing the cap and has a holes 

rusted thru the body, a good decorator. 
570._____ Pair of 24-inch levels: Stanley #36 cast iron that has been repainted; and a wooden 

plumb and level with intact vials, very good. 
571._____ Pair of wooden levels: Stanley 20-inch plumb & level with both vials intact, good 

overall; and a nice DISSTON with brass side views and brass rings around the plumb 
vial, nice maple? stock, decal on top of frame, fine overall. 

572._____ Ornamental cast iron wall bracket with tractor and bell, very good.  
573._____ Ornamental cast iron JOHN DEERE MOLINE ILL 1847 wall plaque in green and 

yellow paint, very good.  
574._____ Antique raft shackle or dogs with chain; and unknown ring with hooks in red paint.  
575._____ Reproduction KEEN KUTTER wall sign "WE SELL GENUINE KEEN KUTTER 

AXES KNIVES TOOLS, very good.  
576._____ Commemorative cast iron GEORGE WASHINGTON AXE, INDEPENDENCE 1776, 

very good.  
577._____ Three assorted rules: 36-inch Amentruck ATLANTA stick; 36-inch sliding inside 

measure with FIRST NATIONAL BANK GR. 1-2275 advertising; and a primitive log 
cruiser with brass ends, numbers worn off.  

578._____ Three reproduction trade axes.  
579._____ Pair of cast iron wall plaques one with longhorn steer and star; and one with cowboy 

boots, spurs and star, both in red and white paint, very good.  
580._____ Glut with a commemorative horseshoe plaque THE OLDEST SCHOOLHOUSE ST. 

AUGUSTINE FLA., and a miniature hatchet.  
581._____ Lot of six cobbler's hammers: three Sears Roebuck; Montgomery Ward; Champion; 

and one unmarked.  
582._____ Farriers hammer with pair of HELLER BROS pincers.  
583._____ Three farm tools: pincers; a GOLDENBERG farrier's buttress; and a hay hook.  
584._____ Large meat saw marked SHEFFIELD SAW WORKS INDIANAPOLIS, IND USA 

77, very good.  
585._____ BLACKHAWK 2324 3/4-inch off-set socket wrench, very good; plus a brace wrench, 

the owner's tag says is a HILL PUMP VALVE CO. PAT. OCT. 23, 1917, very good.  
586._____ Lot of seven automotive socket wrenches by WALDEN; BLACKHAWK, etc.  
587._____ Four misc. wrenches: REDA MFG. drain plug wrench; BLACKHAWK 151 

adjustable; unknown make valve wrench; and a 10-inch MASTERENCH.  
588._____ Five automotive socket wrenches by BLACKHAWK; RAY; HINSDALE, etc.  



589._____ Two J.H. WILLIAMS 0-472 spanner wrenches that fit 1 1/4 to 3 IN. Both VG. 
590._____ Lot of four valve type wrenches including one marked JAXON.  
591._____ Three automotive type socket wrenches: HINSDALE 9/16 & 3/4; unknown make T-

shaped wrench with hex socket; and BLACKHAWK 4320 that fits 5/8 on one end and 
5/8 and 1/2 on the other, all very good.  

592._____ Lot of seven assorted valve and automotive socket wrenches: X196C STEVENS 
WALDEN with gull-wing handles; JAXON; DURO 633; H998 T-shaped with square 
socket; a ratchet with brazed repair; and two small T-shaped wrenches for square nuts or 
valve stems.  

593._____ Pair of Diamond Edge hatchets, both very good.  
594._____ Three St. Louis hardware tools: Simmons hatchet; Keen Kutter hatchet; and Keen 

Kutter claw hammer.  
595._____ BLUE GRASS & KEEN KUTTER claw hammers, both very good.  
596._____ Keen Kutter hatchet and Keen Kutter claw hammer, both very good.  
597._____ Keen Kutter hatchet complete with original handle, fine overall.  
598._____ Pair of unusual clamps in silver paint.  
599._____ Large wooden winding bobbin?  
600._____ Pair of wooden wagon hounds, a steering component used on wooden wagons.  
601._____ Stanley #2 iron smooth plane, very good V-logo blade, nice rosewood tote and tall 

knob, very good overall.  
602._____ Stanley #3 8-inch iron smooth plane, nice SW logo blade, scuffed but intact rosewood 

knob, tote broken and glued in middle, very good overall.  
603._____ Stanley #3C 8-inch iron smooth plane, Q-logo blade, nice rosewood tote and short 

knob, very good overall.  
604._____ Stanley #4C iron smooth plane with fine rosewood tote and short knob, iron marked 

"STANLEY" only, complete and fine.  
605._____ Stanley #4 iron smooth plane, nice low knob, scuffed but intact rosewood tote, 

complete, Rule & Level-logo iron, very good.  
606._____ Stanley #4 1/2C wide body iron smooth plane, light pitting to exposed surfaces, good 

overall.  
607._____ Stanley #5 1/4 WWII model with hard rubber adjuster nut, hardwood tote and knob, 

good SW-logo blade, very good.  
608._____ Stanley #5 iron jack plane with first-type lateral lever, BAILEY patent date in chip 

breaker, very good overall.  
609._____ Stanley #5C Type 11 iron jack plane, proper V-logo blade, nice rosewood tote and 

knob, very good overall.  
610._____ Stanley #5 1/2 wide body jack plane, nice Q-logo blade, small chip from tote spur, 

very good overall.  
611._____ Stanley #5 1/2C Type 11 wide body jack plane, tote spur broken off, japanning 60 

percent plus, very good overall.  
612._____ Lot of six assorted cobbler's hammers including two by Sears & Roebuck.  
613._____ Unknown make No. 4 balance scale with box full of scale weights & an iron block 

plane.  
614._____ Copper and brass carriage lamp with intact burner, good overall.  
615._____ PEXTO 3 bench shears, 33-inches long overall, complete and fine.  
616._____ ATHA 1 1/4 blacksmith's top fuller, complete and very good.  
617._____ Two brass data plates from combination crane and steam shovels, so distortion around 

the rivet holes, very good overall.  
618._____ Lot of 14 lever caps for Stanley iron and transitional bench planes.  



619._____ Lot of plane parts: one knuckle jointed lever cap for Stanley block planes; seven bench 
plane blades, five chip breakers; two block planes blades and a rosewood tote and short 
knob for an iron bench plane.  

620._____ Lot of 12 usable lever caps plus three broken Bedrock caps; included a very nice early 
STANLEY R&L CO. BEDROCK #603 size; three UNION caps; one MILLERS FALLS; 
two Sargent #8s; two Stanley #4 or #5, etc.  

621._____ Lot of Stanley bench plane parts: three yokes; 14 blade adjuster nuts, etc.  
622._____ Large lot of misc. parts from a Stanley collector's parts stash. Included are a saddle for 

a Chaplin's Patent bench plane; several rods for mounting totes and knobs to bench 
planes; an unusual lateral lever; a fine HANDYMAN bitstock screwdriver, etc.  

623._____ Lot of plane parts: two brass Millers Patent blade clamp screws; several rods for 
attaching bench plane totes and knobs; two lateral levers for block planes; three throat 
plates for block planes; blade adjuster screw for block planes, etc.  

624._____ Stanley parts: #81 scraper body with very good nickel plating, needs blade and 
rosewood bottom; #66 hand beader with fine nickel plating, straight fence, no blades; and 
a #62 double bladed shave missing one of the clamping screws, one blade is an improper 
Stanley replacement, throat chipped.  

625._____ Stanley #68 rabbeting spoke shave, good V-logo blade, 60 percent plus japanning 
good overall.  

626._____ Unusual UNION PLANC CO. iron spoke shave with open loop handles, 35 percent 
japanning, good original blade, very good overall.  

627._____ Lot of Stanley tools: #21 adjustable square 6-inch blade, complete and fine; #90 single 
beam marking gage, small spot of paint on end of beam, fine; Stanley YANKEE #41Y 
push drill with bits inside handle, fine; and a #18 sliding bevel with 10-inch blade, 
complete and fine.  

628._____ Stanley #64 round bottom spoke shave, V-logo iron, fine overall.  
629._____ Lot of five iron plane frogs including two brazed Shaws Patent types and a Sargent 

VBM lever cap for a 24-inch Shaws Patent jointer plane, very good.  
630._____ Lot: large brass plumb bob with integral reel, missing the removable steel point; two 

Stanley #101 mini block plane bodies; and three iron fences for Stanley specialty planes.  
631._____ Three Stanley BEDROCK single-line lever caps with three Bedrock 603 frogs.  
632._____ Three NOS Stanley #2 sized plane blades: one has the V-logo, and two have the Q-

logo, all are very good to fine.  
633._____ Three #604 or #605 lever caps all with three-line STANLEY, R&L CO., BEDROCK 

logo, plus three frogs; one of the frogs is for a 603, the other two are for a #604 or #605, 
all are very good.  

634._____ Two NOS blades for Stanley #140 skew bladed block planes, both have the Rule & 
Level logo and are fine.  

635._____ Four Stanley BEDROCK lever caps and frogs: two of the lever caps have the two-line 
STANLEY, BEDROCK logo, they and one frog are for #604 or #605 planes; and two 
caps have the three-line STANLEY, R&L CO., BEDROCK logo and the other three 
frogs are for 604 1/2, 605 1/2 or #606 planes.  

636._____ Stanley NOS blade for #8 or #608 planes, comes with a used L.BAILEY'S DEC. 24, 
1864 patent chip breaker for a transitional jointer plane.  

637._____ Two single line BEDROCK lever caps for larger bench planes like 604 1/2, 605 1/2, 
or 606 planes; plus a double line STANLEY BEDROCK lever cap for #607 size plane; 
plus three frogs for #606 or #607 sized planes; a fine V-logo blade, and a BB logo blade 
for #607 or #608.  

638._____ Stanley NOS 28-tooth toothing blade for #12, 12 1/2 or 112 scrapers, this one has the 
earliest SW logo, fine overall.  

639._____ Stanley 3 1/2-inch scraper blade, fine overall.  



640._____ Stanley NOS blade for #10, #10 1/4 or 10 1/2 carriage maker's rabbet planes, BB logo.  
641._____ Lot of 18 frogs for Stanley and Bedrock bench planes. Some are complete, some 

incomplete and two are broken. There are at least five complete frogs for #603 Bedrocks 
and four frogs for #4 or #5 planes.  

642._____ Two NOS Stanley blades for jointer planes, both have BB logo.  
643._____ Lot of eight levers caps, five for Stanley #78 planes; and three for #39 dado planes; 

plus three depth stops for #78 planes and a misc. lever cap for small iron block plane.  
644._____ Stanley Handyman H1201 awl, complete and very good; a Stanley #75 bullnose 

rabbet plane, complete and very good; and a later model rosewood tote for a #2 sized 
bench plane, very good.  

645._____ Large 2 5/8-inch KEEN KUTTER tapered plane blade with sawtooth logo, fine .  
646._____ (503.) Four iron bench planes for parts or restoration: #4 1/2 TYPE 11 Stanley that 

just needs a lever cap and rosewood tote to complete, very good overall; prelateral 
Stanley #5 with left side broken out, otherwise complete and usable; Stanley BAILEY 
#8C that just needs a lever cap to complete, very good overall; and a Keen Kutter (Ohio 
Tool) KK NO. 8C 24-inch iron jointer that just needs a tote to complete, very good. 

647._____ (504.) This lot was supposed to have been in Humboldt 2013 but was left behind) Lot 
of five transitional planes including two Stanley prelateral #22 smoothers, and a #33 
jointer that just needs a lever cap, all for parts or restoration. 

648._____ Three iron bench planes for parts or restoration: Stanley #3 smoother with hard rubber 
adjuster nut, fine tote and tall knob, 95 percent plus japanning, just add a lever cap and 
it's good to go; a VICTOR by Stanley #1104 smoother that is fine and just needs a front 
knob; and a #3 smooth plane, body, frog missing lateral lever, tote broken.  

649._____ Lot of five bottoms for a patternmaker's plane inside a early Keen Kutter wooden box 
with No. B SOCKET FIRMER 1/2 DOZ. 5/8 label.  

650._____ Lot of Stanley plane parts: two #78 depth stops; one rear stop for #45 or #55 planes; 
three blades for #39 dado planes; one early #45 or #50 plow blade, two #45 or #55 
blades, etc.  

651._____ Wooden peace pipe that appears to be one of those sold at any number of resorts in 
northern Minnesota or Wisconsin from the 1950s to 1970s.  

 
THE END. 
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